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What are you worried about? Describe it in detail. 

How likely is it that your worry will come true? Give examples of
past experiences, or other evidence, to support your answer. 

Occasionally when we are getting ready to ask a funder for a donation,
or worst - we asked and haven’t heard back from them - we begin to
make up worst case scenarios in our minds. 

These are usually just stories we are telling ourselves based on our Inner
Gremlins, our Assumptions, our Interpretations, and our Limiting Beliefs
- but they are just that: STORIES. 

To help you work through these worst case scenarios or stories that
have you worried and no longer making forward progress I’ve provided
the following worksheet. I encourage you to write these answers down,
either on a print out or on another sheet of paper. 
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If this works for you, let me know. Send me a DM on Instagram
@mallory_erickson_coach or email me at Mallory@MalloryErickson.com and let me
know if this changed your approach, I LOVE success stories. 

If your worry does come true, what is the WORST thing that
could happen?

If your worry does come true, what is MOST LIKELY to happen? 

Is there any data or evidence related to your worry that either
supports it or (more likely) argues against it? (Example: Did they
email and say they won’t give?)

If your worry comes true what are the chances you’ll be okay…..

In one week ______%

In one month _______%

In one year? ______%
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Hi, I'm Mallory!
 

I am a certified executive
coach and fundraising
consultant that specializes
in helping social impact
fundraisers apply life-
changing scientific
research and personal
development frameworks
to their fundraising work. 

 

I am the creator of the Power Partners Formula™, a course whose
brave, bold, and innovative framework teaches nonprofit
fundraisers to raise more from the right funders so they can stop
hounding people for money. Fundraising doesn’t have to be
uncomfortable when it is built around a win-win framework and
authentic partnerships.

I’m also the host of the new podcast What the Fundraising, where
I invite and interview authors, researchers, Ted Talk speakers, and
more from outside the nonprofit sector about their areas of
expertise. I then break down how we can take their knowledge
and apply it to the work we do as fundraisers. 


